NORTHWEST TN HEAD START EHS SCHOOL READINESS GOALS

*Goals are aligned with *The Head Start Early Learning Outcomes Framework*, *The Creative Curriculum*, and the *Tennessee Early Childhood Early Learning Developmental Standards*. Goals are tracked utilizing *Teaching Strategies GOLD Objectives for Development & Learning Assessment System*.

1. PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENTS
   * Children will demonstrate gross motor manipulative skills

2. SOCIAL – EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
   * Children will regulate own emotions and behaviors by taking care of own needs appropriately
   * Children will establish and sustain positive relationships by forming relationships with adults

3. LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
   * Children will use an expanding expressive vocabulary
   * Children will engage in conversations
   * Children will use rules of language

4. LITERACY DEVELOPMENT
   * Children will write to convey ideas and information

5. MATHEMATICS
   * Children will demonstrate knowledge of pattern
   * Children will use number concepts to quantify

6. COGNITIVE
   * Children will demonstrate positive approaches to learning to solve problems